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How to strengthen your 
relationships with authors
using online communities



The way publishers engage 
readers has changed
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The noise has 
become deafening



Social media is no longer 
fit for purpose
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But publishers already 
have the network they 
need
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A publisher is an 
active member of the 
community in which it 
operates

Readers Publishers

Authors

Editors
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The community approach

Cultivating this community creates 
more and deeper engagement with the 
people that matter. 

Strengthened relationships and greater 
trust.

Readers

Authors

Publisher

EditorsCommunity
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Springer Nature has a strategic partnership 
with Zapnito

Springer Nature today 
has almost 30 niche, 
expert-led spaces for 
learning, connection and 
collaboration.
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The communities that made Nature
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New Nature journal 
communities

Nature 
Masterclasses

Timeline
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Zapnito allows us to engage with niche communities online

Subject based online community 
blogs for authors, editors, and 
regular contributors

Editorial Communities for 
engagement, training, and 
discussion for our journal boards

Sponsored engagement 
microsites that deliver direct 
revenue
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• Authors are invited to tell the 
personal story behind their research

• Invitation is sent manually by 
Community Manager or a freelancer

• All posts are unedited
• Introduced established authors to 

new journals, such as Comms
Chemistry (left)

• An author service and USP
• Generates high quality traffic for 

journal articles (1-2% of total article 
traffic where all authors are invited)

1. Behind the Paper (BTP) — the archetypical community post
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>2000 Behind the Paper posts annually, with a 33% 
conversion rate and a 95% satisfaction rate

49% of Nature journals are served by a 
Nature Research Community

2.8 million pageviews LTM

30+ journals invite their authors to 
write Behind the Paper

2100 Behind the Paper posts from 
authors and 800 from editors LTM

33% of invited authors write a 
Behind the Paper post

16% of community authors write a 
second post or more

95% of authors are satisfied with their 
experience
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60% of Behind the Paper authors say that they are more likely 
to submit their next article to Springer Nature

The behind the paper 
feature is definitely a plus. 

Having more benefits for no 
cost associated with a 

journal submission should 
(and will) make me more 
likely to submit my future 

research to Nature 
Sustainability

I prefer society journals, because the 
society's social connections are one of 

few things that can ensure the quality of 
science. Initially, I thought that one 

downside of Nature Eco&Evo is that it 
does not have a society that it bases on. 

Behind the Paper can mitigate my 
concern, because this connects 

researchers in ways that journal articles 
alone cannot. 

*From a survey of more than 400 Behind the Paper authors
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• Invitations are manually sent by Community Manager, freelancer, or 
Editorial Assistant

• We approve the contributors, not the content
• All content is unedited
• Posts that break the community policy are removed by Community 

Manager
• E.g. selling products, breach of copyright, anything libellous

• We ask that authors publish on the day of publication
• Social media sharing is mostly organic, with some paid social from author 

marketing

How does Behind the Paper work?

Selection of 
paper by Editor

Post published 
by author

Invitation email 
by Community 

Manager

Content 
calendar 
updated

Social media 
sharing
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140K clicks to nature.com annually, increasing usage for 
established journals and new launches

Communities generally provide 1-2% of article traffic

For some articles, the community is the main source of traffic (left)

Sessions via the community are longer in duration and visit more pages than 
traffic via Twitter and Facebook
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• Book authors who write about 
sustainability are invited

• Opportunity for authors to share the story 
behind the book, how it was edited, how 
authors were selected, as well as an 
overview of the topic

• Author service

• Increases visibility of authors and Springer 
Nature with sustainability researchers

• Relevant for policy makers

• Highlights our contributions towards the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals

Behind the Book invites authors to share the story behind 
their recent Springer book



182. More than 10 collections are published annually, extending 
journal collections with additional community blog content
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More than 100 COVID-19 blog posts since March

• ~70 on microbiology

• ~30 on behavioural and social sciences

A mix of Nature Research authors, editors, and 
regular contributors

Responsible for 53% of traffic to the 
Microbiology Community and 15% of traffic to 
the Social Sciences Community

Nature Research Communities have allowed COVID-19 authors, 
and regular contributors, to share expert opinion

Expert opinion on this outbreak is needed now more than ever, and the community provides this
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Recent collections from the 
community on:
• Black in cancer
• Black in cardio
• LGBTinSTEM day
• Women in Engineering day

Each collection was written and 
organised by under-represented 
minorities

Community collections are well suited to topics on diversity, equity, 
and inclusion, allowing us to amplify under-represented voices

Community collections allow us to extend journal content with a greater diversity of authors
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• Letter from Jeremy Levin and co on the 
Nature Research Bioengineering 
Community

• Leaders in US biotech call on the US 
government to have a more positive 
attitude towards Chinese scientists in 
the USA

• 40 additional signatures gathered from 
community post

• 10000 visits to letter

• Letter with additional signatures then 
published in Nature Biotechnology

3. Community feedback — another way to support the voice 
of our authors

Online communities allow us to gather feedback from researchers
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• Several society journals invite their authors to write Behind the Paper posts

• Invites sent from editorial office

• Brand association with Nature Research

• Marketing and author engagement service for society partner

• Included in several RFPs this year

4. Supporting partners — bringing the communities from 
our journals and those from our partner’s journals together

Behind the Paper and Communities allow partners to engage with their authors and members.
They are a USP for Springer Nature when negotiating with existing and new society partners 
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• Authors invited to share what happened 
1-2 years after their paper was published

• What impact did it have on their career?

• 10% conversion rate

• Gives added visibility to the author

• Used as vox pops and content marketing 
for Nature Research

• Impact is especially important as the 
Nature journals transition to open access 
in 2021

5. After the Paper — what impact did your publication have 
on your career?

Community blog posts allow authors to share career stories, to show the impact that their papers 
have. Impact is especially important in an open access world with article processing charges. 
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Community contributors are your best advocates

24
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Online communities strengthen our relationship with 
researchers and bring in direct and indirect revenue

• >2000 Behind the Paper posts annually, with a 33% conversion rate and a 95% 
satisfaction rate

Author service

• 60% of Behind the Paper authors are more likely to submit to Springer Nature

Driving submissions

• 140K clicks to nature.com annually, increasing usage for new launches

Increasing usage

• €1 million in revenue since 2017 from online engagement activities for 
sponsors, and partner sponsorship of existing and new online communities

Direct revenue

• 10 collections annually, expanding and amplifying journal content from Nature 
Human Behaviour, Nature Microbiology, Nature Chemistry and others

Collections



What have we learnt?

Building a community takes 
time

Hire dedicated 
resource

Decide how to 
measure success Avoid silos
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A community is the intersection of 
content and connection

Trust and a loyalty turns 
customers or readers into 
advocates and ambassadors. 

Collaboration

Conversations

People-focused

Expertise

Thought 
leadership

Peer-to-peer

Q&A
Original 
research

Expert insights
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The story behind the image

Alan Turing (1867–1934)

The scope of the achievements of Alan Turing, computer 
pioneer, wartime code-breaker and polymath, cannot be 
overstated. Renowned as the man who broke the Enigma 
code, Turing is also considered the father of computer 
science and artificial intelligence. His legacy is represented 
here with a visualisation of a “Turing Machine”, a 
hypothetical device he devised to represent the logic of a 
computer. The binary code depicted translates to one of 
Turing’s memorable quotes: Science is a differential 
equation. Religion is a boundary condition. 

Thank you

ben.johnson@nature.com


